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Abstract - Graphs Are Considered As An Excellent Modeling Tool Which Is Used To Model Many Type Of Relations Amongst Any Physical Situation. Many Problems Of Real World Can Be Represented By Graphs. This Paper Explores Different Concepts Involved In Graph Theory And Their Applications In Computer Science To Demonstrate The Utility Of Graph Theory. These Applications Are Presented Especially To Project The Idea Of Graph Theory And To Demonstrate Its Objective And Importance In Computer Science Engineering. Graphs, Connectivity, Constraints, Graph Coloring, Graph Drawing. This Paper Gives An Overview Of The Applications Of Graph Theory In Heterogeneous Fields To Some Extent But Mainly Focuses On The Computer Science Applications That Uses Graph Theoretical Concepts. Various Papers Based On Graph Theory Have Been Studied Related To Scheduling Concepts, Computer Science Applications And An Overview Has Been Presented Here.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Graph Theory Is A Branch Of Discrete Mathematics. In Mathematics And Computer Science, Graph Theory Is The Study Of Graphs Which Are Mathematical Structures Used To Model Pair Wise Relations Between Objects. There Is Wide Use Of Graphs In Providing Problem Solving Techniques, Because It Gives An Intuitive Manner Prior To Presenting Formal Definition. To Analyze The Graph Theory Application Two Problem Areas Are Considered.
1- Classical Problem
2- Problems From Applications

The Classical Problem Are Defined With The Help Of The Graph Theory As Connectivity, Cuts, Paths And Flows, Coloring Problems And Theoretical Aspect Of Graph Drawing. Whereas Problems From Application Particularly Emphasis On Experimental Research And The Implementation Of The Graph Theory Algorithms. Graph Drawing Is A Key Topic In Implementation Point Of View, Because The Automatic Generation Of Drawing Graph Has Important Applications In Key Computer Science Technologies Such As Data Base Design, Software Engineering, Circuit Designing, Network Designing And Visual Interfaces.

Graph Theoretical Ideas Are Highly Utilized By Computer Science Applications. Especially In Research Areas Of Computer Science Such Data Mining, Image Segmentation, Clustering, Image Capturing, Networking Etc., For Example A Data Structure Can Be Designed In The Form Of Tree Which In Turn Utilized Vertices And Edges. Similarly Modeling Of Network Topologies Can Be Done Using Graph Concepts. In The Same Way The Most Important Concept Of Graph Coloring Is Utilized In Resource Allocation, Scheduling. Also, Paths, Walks And Circuits In Graph Theory Are Used In Tremendous Applications Say Traveling Salesman Problem, Database Design Concepts, Resource Networking. This Leads To The Development Of New Algorithms And New Theorems That Can Be Used In Tremendous Applications.

A. Graphs Theory

Graphs Provide A Convenient Way To Represent Various Kinds Of Mathematical Objects. Essentially, Any Graph Is Made Up Of Two Sets:
1- A Set Of Vertices
2- A Set Of Edges.

Depending On The Particular Situation, Restrictions Are Imposed On The Type Of Edges We Allow. For Some Problems Directed Edges Are Applied And For Other Problem Undirected Edges Are Applied From One Vertex To Other. So Graphs Give Us Many Techniques And Flexibility While Defining And Solving A Real Life Problem. Graphs Has Many Features, Some Of Them Are:
• Provides Abstracted View
• Establishes Relationship Among Objects
• Balancing
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- Modeling
- Decision-Making Ability
- Structural Arrangement Of Various Objects
- Easy Modification Or Change In The Existing System

B. History Of Graph Theory

The Origin Of Graph Theory Started With The Problem Of Koinisber Bridge, In 1735. This Problem Lead To The Concept Of Eulerian Graph. Euler Studied The Problem Of Koinisber Bridge And Constructed A Structure To Solve The Problem Called Eulerian Graph. In 1840, A.F Mobius Gave The Idea Of Complete Graph And Bipartite Graph And Kuratowski Proved That They Are Planar By Means Of Recreational Problems. The Concept Of Tree, (A Connected Graph Without Cycles) Was Implemented By Gustav Kirchhoff In 1845, And He Employed Graph Theoretical Ideas In The Calculation Of Currents In Electrical Networks Or Circuits. In 1852, Thomas Gutherie Found The Famous Four Color Problem. Then In 1856, Thomas. P. Kirkman And William R. Hamilton Studied Cycles On Polyhydra And Invented The Concept Called Hamiltonian Graph By Studying Trips That Visited Certain Sites Exactly Once. In 1913, H.Dudeneymentioned A Puzzle Problem. Eventhough The Four Color Problem Was Invented It Was Solved Only After A Century By Kenneth Appel And Wolfgang Haken. This Time Is Considered As The Birth Of Graph Theory.

II. Application Of Graph Theory In Computer Science

Graph Theory Is Playing An Increasingly Important Role In The Field Of Computer Science. Any Software That Has To Be Developed, Any Program That Has To Be Tested Is Making Themselves Easy Using Graphs. Its Importance Is Derived From The Fact That Flow Of Control And Flow Of Data For Any Program Can Be Expressed In Terms Of Directed Graphs. Graph Theory Is Also Used In Microchip Designing, Circuitry, Scheduling Problems In Operating System, File Management In Database Management System, Data Flow Control Between Networks To Networks. The Theory Of Graphs Had Made The Field Of Computers To Develop Its Own Graph Theoretical Algorithms. These Algorithms Are Used In Formulating Solutions To Many Of Computer Science Applications.

Some Algorithms Are As Follows:
- Shortest Path Algorithm In A Network
- Kruskal’s - Minimum Spanning Tree
- Euler’s - Graph Planarity
- Algorithms To Find Adjacency Matrices.
- Algorithms To Find The Connectedness
- Algorithms To Fi Nd The Cycles In A Graph
- Algorithms For Searching An Element In A Data Structure (DFS,BFS) And So On.

A. Network System

Graph Theory Has Wide Application In The Field Of Networking. To Analyze The Graph Theory Application In Networking Two Areas Are Considered: Graph Based Representation And Network Theory. Graph Based Representation Has Many Advantages Such As It Gives Different Point Of View; It Makes Problem Much Easier And Provide More Accurate Definition. Whereas Network Theory Provide A Set Of Techniques For Analyzing A Graph And Applying Network Theory Using A Graph Representation. The Term Graph And Network Are Equal. Both Refer To A Type Of Structure In Which There Exists Vertices (I.E. Nodes, Dots) And Edges (I.E. Links, Lines). There Are Numerous Types Of Graphs And Networks Which Yield More Or Less Structure. These Two Terms Can Be Differentiating On The Basis Of Their Utility. The Term Graph Is Used In Mathematics Whereas The Term Network Is Used In Physics.

B. Data Structure

Data May Be Organized Many Different Ways. The Logical Or Mathematical Model Of A Particular Organization Of Data Is Called A “Data Structure”. The Choice Of Data Model Depends On Two Considerations:
- It Must Be Rich Enough In Structure To Mirror Actual Relationship Of Data In Real World.
- The Structure Should Be Simple Enough That One Can Effectively Process Data When Necessary.

These Two Considerations Is Fulfilled By The Graph Theoretical Concepts. Arbitrary Relation Among Data Can Also Be Represented By A Graph And Its Matrices, Operations Performed On These Metrics Are Further Useful For Deriving Relations And Data Association And Is Useful In Order To Understand How These Data May Be Stored In Memory.
C. Communication Network


D. Graph Coloring

Graph Coloring Especially Used Various In Research Areas Of Computer Science Such Data Mining, Image Segmentation, Clustering, Image Capturing, Networking Etc., For Example A Data Structure Can Be Designed In The Form Of Tree Which In Turn Utilized Vertices And Edges. Similarly Modeling Of Network Topologies Can Be Done Using Graph Concepts. In The Same Way The Most Important Concept Of Graph Coloring Is Utilized In Resource Allocation, Scheduling. Also, Paths, Walks And Circuits In Graph Theory Are Used In Tremendous Applications On Congestion, Switch Size And Switch Count. Graphs Have An Important Application In Modeling Communications Networks. Generally, Vertices In Graph Represent Terminals, Processors And Edges Represent Transmission Channels Like Wires, Fibers Etc. Through Which The Data Flows. Thus, A Data Packet Hops Through The Network From An Input Terminal, Through A Sequence Of Switches Joined By Directed Edges, To An Output Terminal.

The Graph Coloring Problem Has Huge Number Of Applications As Follows:

1) Making Schedule Or Time Table: Suppose We Want To Make An Exam Schedule For A University. We Have List Different Subjects And Students Enrolled In Every Subject. Many Subjects Would Have Common Students (Of Same Batch, Some Backlog Students, Etc). How Do We Schedule The Exam So That No Two Exams With A Common Student Are Scheduled At Same Time? How Many Minimum Time Slots Are Needed To Schedule All Exams? This Problem Can Be Represented As A Graph Where Every Vertex Is A Subject And

[Diagram of a graph with nodes A, B, C, D, E, each colored with a different color: Red, Green, Blue, and Yellow.]

The Graph Coloring Problem Has Huge Number Of Applications As Follows:
An Edge Between Two Vertices Mean There Is A Common Student. So This Is A Graph Coloring Problem Where Minimum Number Of Time Slots Is Equal To The Chromatic Number Of The Graph.

2) Mobile Radio Frequency Assignment: When Frequencies Are Assigned To Towers, Frequencies Assigned To All Towers At The Same Location Must Be Different. How To Assign Frequencies With This Constraint? What Is The Minimum Number Of Frequencies Needed? This Problem Is Also An Instance Of Graph Coloring Problem Where Every Tower Represents A Vertex And An Edge Between Two Towers Represents That They Are In Range Of Each Other.

3) Sudoku: Sudoku Is Also A Variation Of Graph Coloring Problem Where Every Cell Represents A Vertex. There Is An Edge Between Two Vertices If They Are In Same Row Or Same Column Or Same Block.

4) Register Allocation: In Compiler Optimization, Register Allocation Is The Process Of Assigning A Large Number Of Target Program Variables Onto A Small Number Of CPU Registers. This Problem Is Also A Graph Coloring Problem.

5) Bipartite Graphs: We Can Check If A Graph Is Bipartite Or Not By Coloring The Graph Using Two Colors. If A Given Graph Is 2-Colorable, Then It Is Bipartite, Otherwise Not. See This For More Details.

6) Map Coloring: Geographical Maps Of Countries Or States Where No Two Adjacent Cities Cannot Be Assigned Same Color. Four Colors Are Sufficient To Color Any Map.

E. Operating System

A Graph Is A Data Structure Of Finite Set Of Pairs, Called Edges Or Vertices. Many Practical Problems Can Be Solved With The Help Of Graph In The Field Of Operating System Such As Job Scheduling And Resource Allocation Problems. For Example Graph Coloring Concept Can Be Applied In Job Scheduling Problems Of CPU, Jobs Are Assumed As Vertices Of The Graph And There Will Be An Edge Between Two Jobs That Cannot Be Executed Simultaneously And There Will Be One To One Relationship Between Feasible Scheduling Of Graphs.

Graph Purpose In Operating System:

- System Processes Are Represented In Graph Form.
- Graph Extraction Techniques Are Used In Event Tracing.
- Excellent Testing Tool In Performance Evaluation Because Of Easy Validation And Modification.

F. Image Processing


- To Calculate He Alignment Of The Picture.
- Finding Mathematical Constraints Such As Entropy By Using Minimum Spanning Tree.
- Finding Distance Transforms Of The Pixels And Calculates The Distance Between The Interior Pixels By Using Shortest Path Algorithms.

G. Software Engineering


H. Data Base Designing

In Data Base Designing Graphs Are Used As Graph Data Bases. Graph Database Uses Graph Representation With Nodes, Edges, And Properties To Represent And Store Data. This Graph Structure Has Key Role In Designing Database, Because It Gives Fast Implementation Process Using Different Functionality And Properties Of Graph Structure. Graph Database Uses As:

- Storage System That Provides Index Free Adjacency
- Analyzing Tool For Interconnection
- Powerful Tool For Graph Like-Query
- Graph Databases Are Often Faster For Associative Data Sets That Map More Directly To The Structure Of Object-Oriented Applications.
I. Website Designing

Website Designing Can Be Modeled As A Graph, Where The Web Pages Are Represented By Vertices And The Hyper Links Between Them Are Represented By Edges In The Graph. This Concept Is Known As Web Graph. Which Discover The Interesting Information? Other Application Areas Of Graphs Are In Web Community. Where The Vertices Represent Classes Of Objects, And Each Vertex Representing One Type Of Objects, And Each Vertex Representing A Type Of Object Is Connected To Every Vertex Representing Other Kind Of Objects. In Graph Theory Such A Graph Is Called A Complete Bipartite Graph. There Are Many Advantages Of Using Graph Representation In Website Development Such As:

- Searching And Community Discovery.
- Graph Representation (Directed Graph) In Web Site Utility Evaluation And Link Structure.
- Finding All Connected Component And Provide Easy Detection.

III. CONCLUSION

The Main Aim Of This Paper Is To Present The Importance Of Graph Theoretical Ideas In Various Areas Of Computer Applications. This Paper Is Designed To Benefit The Students Of Computer Science To Gain Depth Knowledge On Graph Theory And Its Relevance With Other Subjects Like Operating Systems, Networks, Databases, Software Engineering Etc. This Paper Focused On The Various Applications Of Major Graph Theory That Have Relevance To The Field Of Computer Science And Applications.
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